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Teachers need to strategize on how to make reading interesting and fun to kids. Despite of the appeal of technology and social media to the new generation, they should also embrace reading as part of their habits.

Reading should not be forced to children as a chore or duty. It should be provide to them as a precious gift. With this, we have to make our kids realize the value of reading.

The following are the ways in leading the kids to embrace and adore reading:

Realizing the knowledge it provides is amazing! The teacher may share to the kids the fact that abundant knowledge is attained through frequent reading. For sure, if the kids are enlightened by this idea then they will fully hold on reading.

Discovering the outstanding people in history is great! Prominent people in the fields of science, mathematics, politics, entertainment and others are worth-reading. If they are exposed these renowned people then they will be more interested in reading the life stories of the people who contributed a lot in the world and society.

Meeting fascinating places is fun! The books provide places and their descriptions and pictures. It is through reading and seeing books that they witness appealing and enchanting places or environments. Seeing the world is made possible through reading the books.

Knowing interesting stories is worthy! It is indeed meaningful if the learners read stories that are in books. These interesting stories from books provide moral lessons and wisdom.
Learning skills is possible through reading! The child that is trained to read well may attain valuable skills from books and other reading materials. Absorbing useful skills in school and in real life is apparent through reading.

Developing communicative competency is attained through reading! A good command in any kind of language is achieved if reading takes place. The passion in reading also enhances communicative skill.

Witnessing inspiring events is accessible through reading! It is good to read the turn of events that is things are getting better due to people’s heroism and sacrifices like what our ancestors did in our country.

Let the young generation fully embrace reading for them to have fun and learning in it.
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